GET CONNECTED

SOLUTIONS

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
SAFETY & COMFORT SOLUTIONS
CAMERA SOLUTIONS
SENSOR SOLUTIONS
CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

GET CONNECTED
ECS Electronics has over 30 years of experience and is European largest supplier
of vehicle specific towbar connection systems. Over the last decades we have
collaborated closely with our customer base and as a result we have expanded our
product portfolio with unique and innovative connection systems solutions for the
automotive industry.
Our customers can count on mature engineering capabilities and state-of-the-art
manufacturing locations to develop and produce total solutions or provide them
with one or more components for specific projects.
Our professionals employ their high level of expertise and specialist experience
to offer connection systems consisting of the following components: wiring
harnesses, electronics hardware and software, CAN-Bus technology, spare parts
and automotive accessories.

OUR STRENGTHS

ECS Electronics’ connection systems for
Lighting Solutions provide drivers and
vehicle occupants with a sensational and
safe driving experience.
puddle lights - scuff plates - trunk lights
auxiliary lights - service lights

LIGHTING
SOLUTIONS

With our connection systems for
Safety & Comfort Solutions all vehicle
occupants are assured of a smooth and
carefree journey.

SAFETY & COMFORT
SOLUTIONS

multimedia - heating - cooling - navigation
wireless charger

ECS Electronics’ connection systems for
vehicle cameras guarantee the correct
operation of these increasingly popular
accessories.
dashcam - rear cameras - interior cameras

CAMERA
SOLUTIONS

In-house Research & Development and Electronics teams
Perfect balance product quality vs manufacturing costs
Speed and punctuality
Dedicated (after-)sales and support professionals

SENSOR
SOLUTIONS

ECS Electronics has the knowledge and
expertise to develop connection systems
that guarantee utmost reliability of vehicle
sensors.
PDC - trunk opener - temperature - air

By maintaining a flexible automotive
manufacturing base and our own R&D
and Electronics teams, we are able to
deliver customised solutions based on
your specific needs and ideas.
We would be delighted to work with you

CUSTOMISED
SOLUTIONS

ECS Electronics is an established international company specialised in
development, manufacturing, validation and marketing of premium quality
electronic connection systems for the automotive industry.
Our product portfolio includes solutions for automotive accessories, vehicle
telematics and test & diagnostic equipment. In addition, by maintaining a flexible
automotive manufacturing base and our own in-house Research & Development
and Electronics departments we are able to deliver customised solutions.
From our production plants in The Netherlands, Vietnam and Poland we provide
cutting-edge products to more than 20 of the biggest automotive original
equipment and aftermarket brands around the world.
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